An expression of true majesty, “Antoinette” is regal refinement personified. Featuring a rare 1.05ct Fancy Intense Purplish Pink Australian Argyle Pink Diamond of noble provenance, this prestigious “Tender” diamond is framed with brilliant White and Pink Diamonds and crafted in Platinum and Rose Gold.
To own an Argyle Pink Diamond is to own one of the world’s rarest gems. The Argyle Diamond Mine in the remote Kimberley region of Western Australia produces 90% of the world’s entire supply of natural Pink Diamonds. With less than six years of production left in the mine Argyle Pink Diamonds are fast becoming the most highly desired diamonds on earth for connoisseurs, collectors and investors alike.

These exquisite diamonds range in colour from a soft blush of pink through to a fancy vivid purplish pink, with the occasional red. Due to the rarity of these diamonds the most significant and important gems are entrusted to only a few of the world’s finest jewellers, with the most outstanding diamonds each year being offered in the exclusive Argyle Pink Diamond Tender. Calleija is proud to be an official Argyle Pink Diamond Select Atelier for over two decades.

Calleija’s signature Pink Diamonds are perfectly showcased by the artistry and design of John Calleija, creating family heirloom jewels that will be treasured by future generations.

Rare and desirable, this Fancy Intense Purplish Pink diamond is encircled by fine White Diamond halos creating a stepped surround of brilliance. Magnificently showcased, the 0.86ct Argyle Pink Diamond reflects the warm, vibrant and fiery hues characteristic of its extraordinary and ancient origins.
A dazzling 2.71ct White Princess Cut Diamond of substantial proportions is paired with scintillating Harp Cut Diamonds creating a heavenly symphony of brilliance. Its beauty is enhanced by the discreet detailing of precious Argyle Pink Diamonds, placed within rose gold scrolls surrounding an elegant Calleija “C”.
ISABELLA

Vibrant White and rare Pink Argyle Diamonds delicately enhance a dazzling 1.54ct, D Colour brilliant cut oval Diamond. 18ct Rose Gold lends a glow of warmth to this unique Calleija design, enhancing the rose coloured tones of a pair of rare Argyle Pink Diamonds.
A glorious 4.01ct round brilliant cut diamond radiates light and pure beauty within a platinum setting that epitomises Calleija design and craftsmanship. Curves of Pink Argyle and fine White Diamonds sweep towards the centerpiece diamond elevated to reveal maximum brilliance. The ultimate statement of love.
OLIVIA

Rare Blue Diamonds crown the pear shaped White Diamonds in this spectacular pendant and earring suite, creating an heirloom jewel that is both understated and magnificent in its presence.

ZEPHARUS

“The Goddess of Flowers”

The most beautifully coloured diamonds in the world form petals of sparkling rarity. A gathering of compelling hues of orangy yellow, green, pink and blue diamonds offset against bright white diamonds, to unfold like the first blooms of spring into a jewel to be treasured and enjoyed throughout the seasons.
The Calleija Diamond – Clean, Crisp, Cool. In his continual search for the ultimate in diamond cuts John Calleija embarked on a quest to create the most beautiful of all diamonds. John had long admired the shape of cushion cut diamonds but finding one of perfect cut, proportions and brilliance is rare. Calleija have taken the very finest ‘facets’ of all cushion cuts and combined them into one amazing, perfect and incredibly brilliant diamond - Glacier.

Exuding a radiant beauty the Glacier Diamond symbolises love, individuality and desire. Exclusive to Calleija each glacier is numbered, laser inscribed and can be created into your own personalised design. Glacier - the perfect way to celebrate the most important occasions in your life.
The sweeping curves of this captivating ring reflect the journey of life and the paths we choose to take. Created for you to personalise with your own selection of gems to celebrate the special moments in your life. “The Journey Ring” – a design that is as individual as you are.
What better way to say I love you than with a love letter. Crafted in gold with White Diamonds these exquisite pendants are set with a special touch – a Rare Australian Argyle Pink Diamond. Express yourself with either a Classic Love Letter or a Mini Love Letter.
BELLA LUNA

A pair of magnificent Platinum Pink and White Diamond South Sea Pearl earrings, taking their inspiration from the exoticism of Oriental Imperialistic design. An elaborate scroll forms the delicate backdrop for a pair of lustrous creamy white South Sea Pearls, offset by rare Pink Argyle Diamonds, creating the ultimate expression of femininity.

ARIELLE

Calleija presents a suite of unrivalled purity and beauty in the form of ethereal South Sea Pearls delicately offset by fine Argyle Pink Diamonds. These jewels are timeless, radiating mysterious perfection which casts a luminescent spell over the wearer and all that behold their beauty.
Inspired by a shared vision for exceptional design Calleija has joined with Aston Martin to create a distinguished jewellery collection.

Featuring the innovative Astar Cut Gem, whose faceted table results in the most brilliant play of light, this collection is as special and unique as the cars themselves.

With only 77 pieces of each design in this limited collection gives the wearer the opportunity to customise designs to their exact specifications.

Express yourself through your choice of Gemstones and enjoy the feeling of owning a unique and beautiful piece of Calleija for Aston Martin jewellery.

A centrepiece of the Calleija for Aston Martin Limited Collection, “Celestia” beautifully showcases the striking simplicity of the Astar shape with its chiselled form reflecting the iconic design of the Aston Martin grille. Radiating light through dazzling facets, the colourful spectrum of vibrant gemstones is delicately offset by fine White Diamonds, which trace a shimmering line around their curves.
Celebrating Magic Millions Racing Women this suite was created especially for Zara Phillips, capturing the splendour and energy of the Magic Millions Horse Racing Carnival. Using colour and equine influences John Calleija created jewels that ignite beauty and strength and are worthy of a day at the races.

E L I A N A

“Daughter of the Sun”
A sunburst of elegant petals that radiate golden warmth. Each petal holding within it a precious diamond. At its heart we’ve placed a beautiful Argyle Pink Diamond, creating a focal point of rarity in this uniquely distinctive Calleija design.
GENTLEMAN’S COLLECTION

Known for his innovative designs and modern approach to gents jewellery, John Calleija continues to break the rules of traditional design. In this collection of gents rings Calleija has achieved the balance of strength, beauty, refinement and craftsmanship. An inner strength is revealed in these creations which merge masculinity with design perfection and present jewels engineered for the discerning gentleman.
FAMILY MARQUE

Calleija present a unique opportunity to entwine letters of the names of your loved ones in a beautiful creation that symbolises your endearing commitment to each other. Inspired by a design John Calleija created for his own family your Family Marque can be designed into your choice of pendant, ring, cufflink or special objet d’art. Created exclusively to celebrate those most important to you, across generations and throughout time.
MORGANA ROSE

Embodying the hues of rose coloured petals and soft blushing peaches, this pair of fine cushion cut Morganites glisten as the light dances off their facets. Held within an ornate yet fine surround of White Diamonds, set in rose gold with a whisper of blush Pink Diamonds, these delicate earrings will provide their proud owner with many years of joy.

At Calleija we capture the essence of what it means to create a unique piece of fine jewellery that will be treasured for generations. The care and attention we give to each client and their bespoke creation begins the moment you enter one of our elegant boutiques. Each salon has its own in house design team who will guide you through the wonderful process of expressing your dreams through the skills of our talented artisans. With the opportunity to have John Calleija personally design a piece for you, there are few limits to what can be imagined and realised through his award winning creativity.

Our team of incredible Master Jewellers works onsite to bring your design to reality. We invite you to be a part of this process by visiting us as your jewellery takes form. We understand the importance jewellery plays in signifying important moments in your life and it is our pleasure to make this happen for you in the most magical and memorable way.
OUR FLAWLESS SERVICE

International Award Winning Designers
Custom Design Service
Unique Diamond Upgrade Policy*
Lay-by available up to two years**
GST and VAT free for overseas travellers
30 day International Refund Policy - excludes custom orders
Lifetime warranty on all Calleija made pieces
Lifetime complimentary clean and check
Expert repair and restoration service
Secure National and International Delivery
Redesign service available

*The ‘No Loss’ diamond upgrade policy only applies to diamond jewellery purchased from Calleija with a minimum carat weight of 0.25ct per diamond. The diamond must be in perfect condition and must be approved by our gemmologist for authenticity. The new purchase must be at least 50% greater in dollar value than the piece being traded in. The full purchase price paid for the original will be deducted from the price of the new piece.

** A payment option which enables you to secure your desired Calleija creation by making regular scheduled payments over a two year period.

Designs covered by Australian and International Copyright Laws.
Each Calleija creation is unique and crafted with natural gemstones therefore colours may vary from the images shown.
Prices are subject to change.